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Welcome!



Amy Kean
Director, Stride Renewables

Our Chair for this session:



Before we begin:

• Submit any questions to the questions tab 
at the top.

• Slides and recordings will be made available to 
attendees from next week.

• If you have any technical issues with viewing the event 
online, please call 1800 733 416.



Nikki Dahlgren
Strategy Director, The Lab Insight and Strategy

Our first presenter:





T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

IN 2019 THE 
ISSUE OF 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY  WAS 

IMPOSSIBLE TO IGNORE
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T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

“The climate 
emergency is 
the defining issue 
of our times”

- The Guardian, 2019
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People are feeling

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

FRUSTRATED.

ENERGISED.

CONFUSED.

UNCERTAIN.

ANGRY.

SCARED.

READY TO TAKE CHARGE.
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T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

And the year started
like this, destroying 

the innocence of the 
Australian summer
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T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T 11

C-19 has changed what, when and how 
people buy.

Consumers are making more prudent 
choices reflecting on the reasons behind 
their purchases and what they spend their 
money on.



C-19 has reframed globalisation
bringing into sharp focus how we can 
all impact each other and that we all 
have a responsibility to manage the 
planet for the future.

There is a desire to emerge better 
from this global pandemic and 
understand what we can gain from 
living through it. 

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T 12



T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T 13

Many brands 
recognise the 
need to understand 
and respond to this but 
navigating this rapidly 
evolving landscape can 
be a daunting challenge.



The stakes are high for the environment but action in this space 
brings with it commercial opportunities for businesses

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

1. IMPROVED SENTIMENT

43% feel more positive towards 
certain brands/ products

2. PURCHASE INTENT

36% prompted to buy certain 
brands/ products

3. CONSUMER ADVOCACY

25% told others what 
they’d heard

P O S I T I V E
I M P A C T

Have heard something positive
about environmental sustainability 

in categories they shop in

58%

* Average across categories tested: Alcohol; Non-alcoholic drinks; Dairy; Fresh fruit and vegetables; Fresh meat; Pantry; Frozen food; Hair, 
beauty and personal care; Household products; Clothing D4. What positive things have you heard about environmental sustainability in 
[INSERT CATEGORY]? D5. What impact did this positive information have? Base: Heard something positive in the last 12 months (n = 493)
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Being known for the wrong reasons also brings commercial risk, 
so getting it right is crucial

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

1. NEGATIVE SENTIMENT

33% feel more negative towards 
certain brands/ products

2. REDUCED PURCHASE

28% stopped buying certain 
brands/ products

3. REPUTATIONAL DAMAGE

23% told others what 
they’d heard

N E G A T I V E
I M P A C T

Have heard something negative
about environmental sustainability 

in categories they shop in

44%

* Average across categories tested: Alcohol; Non-alcoholic drinks; Dairy; Fresh fruit and vegetables; Fresh meat; Pantry; Frozen food; Hair, 
beauty and personal care; Household products; D6. What negative things have you heard about environmental sustainability in [INSERT 
CATEGORY]? D7. What impact did this negative information have? Base: Heard something negative about environmental sustainability in last 
12 months (n = 372)
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T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

Cultural analysis of news and social media 
articles across the last 12 months. 

2000+ people across the 
nation surveyed.

Data and analytics to make sense of behaviours
and provide hard edges to findings.

This talk today will provide 
the direction.
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In-depth interviews and video diaries with 
Australians since c-19 lockdown started in 
March.



T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

How your brand can 
benefit from and 

create true impact 
on the issue.

Existing behaviour 
and consumers 

changing purchase 
behaviour.

The cultural context 
shifting perceptions 

and attitudes.

So That You Understand:
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The tone of the narrative has escalated like never before

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

“How DARE you”
– Greta Thunberg

“The world is SICK” 
– David Attenborough

“We’re in a race against time” 
– Prince Harry

Say they hear more about sustainability 
than they did 12 months ago

%76

18

%62
Say they he importance they place 
on sustainability has increased in the 
past 12 months.



It now stretches to fully occupy the mainstream

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

50%
‘Extremely’ or ‘very’ concerned

about environmental sustainability
Talk about it more than they 

did 12 months ago
See it as more important 

than they did 12 months ago

48% 62%

B3. In your life right now, how concerned would you say you are about environmental sustainability? B101. Compared with 
12 months ago, how (if at all) would you say each of the following have changed …?  Base: Total sample (n=1,999)
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T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

SO WHOSE JOB 
IS IT TO SOLVE?

20



First and foremost Australians believe the government should be taking 
the lion’s share of responsibility when it comes to sustainability

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

Believe the government
should treat sustainability 

as an extremely
high priority

58%
GOVERNMENT

42%

BUSINESSES
31%

INDIVIDUALS
27% How Should 

Responsibility 
for Sustainability 

be shared?
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Alongside government 
Australians are looking to 

businesses to 
show real commitment 

when it comes to  
sustainability

think that big brands should 
set an example on 

environmental sustainability

expect all businesses to be 
doing everything they can to 
be environmentally friendly

58% 52%

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T 22



Minimizing 
waste/ 

recycling

Use recyclable
/sustainable 
packaging

Conserving 
water

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

Top 5 areas Australians think 
business should focus on:

It is part 
of their social 

responsibility as 
they have a huge 
impact with their 

actions

Reducing 
pollution

Use renewable 
energy sources
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Consumers look to brands to lead by example 
through practical, accessible and inclusive means 

FINISH COCA-COLA
Advocating for people to 

rethink pre-washing of dishes 
as a means of water 

conservation

Saying ’thank you’ to those 
who process their waste 

responsibly

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

Find claims business 
make about 
sustainability 

confusing

33%

Claim to be 
knowledgeable 

about issues

14%
Only 

24

H&M
Offering discounts for 

recycling clothes through 
their stores



Australians are recognising
and placing growing 
importance on the 
decisions and actions 
they make as individuals 

But it’s not all on brands.

of Australians believe we’ll 
need to make hard choices 

and bold moves to thrive

of Australians believe you 
can’t expect things to change 

if you do nothing about it

75% 70%

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T 25



T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

Believe everyday individuals 
should treat sustainability 

as a high priority

Say they take more 
action than they did 

12 months ago

Say they could do 
more than they 

do currently

B4. How much of a priority do you think the issue of environmental sustainability should be for the following…? B6 How would you describe the 
level of effort you put into being environmentally sustainable? B101. Compared with 12 months ago, how (if at all) would you say each of the 
following have changed …? Base: Total sample (n=1,999)

60% 61% 84%
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Increasingly choosing to buy from brands that reflect a shared 
commitment to reduce their footprint

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T 27

ANDIE SWIM ECO COLLECTIONIKEA
Installing solar panels  to 
power their stores using 
renewable energy and 
feeding excess energy into the 
grid.

Environmentally conscious 
swimwear brand with swimwear 
made from recycled plastic 
bottles.

TRESEMME
Restyled bottles are made from 
70-100% recycled content (i.e. 
non-virgin plastic).On the journey 
to make all of their bottles 
recyclable.



T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T 28

“Companies that want to still 
be relevant in 5 years time 
need to have clear 
sustainability goals”

Jan Gardberg, CEO and Chief 
Sustainability Officer, IKEA



Brands aligning themselves with consumer values are reaping 
the rewards

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T 29

BANK AUSTRALIA
Delivers record new customer and asset growth. 
Total assets grow by 13.7%

“Clean money is a proposition that resonated 
strongly with our community and we are 
witnessing a clear shift in the number of people 
recognising the impact their money can have 
in creating a better world for both current and 
future generations”.
Managing Director Damien Walsh



More and more people 
are not only looking for 
brands minimizing harm, 
they are searching for 
brands that are actively 
having a positive impact.

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T 30



Lastly, the Power of Positive: 
Finding a way forward

POWER OF 
POSITIVE

3



Amongst the 
doom and gloom 

there is a new narrative 
taking shape, one that 

is built on optimism 
and positivity

POWER OF 
POSITIVE

3



The power of positive offers brands better 
opportunities to engage consumers on the 
topic at hand and create real impact

LOCALLY BASED B CORPS PROVE THAT LEADING 
THROUGH POSITIVITY CAN REAP REWARDS

Keep Cup 4 Pines Brewery TOM Organic

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T 33

“Guilt is not a good predictor of 
people’s behaviour. A 2001 study

found individuals must feel ethically 
validated, not guilty, to behave in an 

environmentally friendly way.”
THE CONVERSATION

POWER OF 
POSITIVE

3



What does this 
mean for your brand?



1 2 3
Three key actions to boost your company’s role in the 

sustainability narrative

If you’re not already 
considering it your 

employees and 
consumers are

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

It’s time to make a 
commitment and set a 

clear vision

Minimising harm is not 
enough it needs to be 

making a positive 
contribution

35



1 2 3
Conduct market research to effectively communicate a 

sustainability narrative

Understand customer 
needs & unlock insights 

to find your added 
benefit

T H E  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  R E P O R T

Identify what resonates 
with customers

Fuel and create 
positive initiatives to 

enable greater 
engagement

36



Thank you
Interested to find out more? 

Please get in touch

nikki@thelabstratgey.com
0448 700 885 

mailto:nikki@thelabstratgey.com


Dr Mary Stewart
Chief Executive Officer – Energetics

Our next presenter:



Energy productivity to decarbonise
and grow your business
Frameworks and considerations
Anita Stadler, Matt Sprague and Dr Mary Stewart | Energetics, 10 November 2020



About Energetics

Policy and strategy 
advisory services 

We assess risks and 
opportunities, model 
impacts including 
emissions trajectories, 
and develop evidence-
based recommendations 
for effective energy 
efficiency, energy 
productivity and demand 
side policies and 
programs. 

Reporting, compliance 
and program audit 

services 

Increasing scrutiny of 
climate risk management 
strategies demands 
expert reporting across 
mandatory and voluntary 
schemes. With 
experience working for 
large, complex 
businesses across all 
sectors, we ensure that 
your reports add value to 
your business’ brand.

Commercial scale 
renewables and energy 

efficiency 

The economics of 
on-site power have 
swung in favour of 
renewable energy 
options. Energetics 
can size, scope 
and develop robust 
business cases to 
ensure that any 
investment delivers 
broad energy 
productivity benefits. 

Energy markets: 
electricity, gas and 

renewables

We develop risk 
managed energy 
solutions tailored to the 
individual needs of our 
clients. Our advice spans 
a range of flexible and 
fixed price contracting 
options and analysis of 
the risks and 
opportunities for 
investments in large scale 
energy generation. 

Energy accounting 

As energy contracting, 
forecasting and budgeting 
become increasingly 
complex, our energy 
accountants manage your 
energy spend, interrogate 
data and deliver accurate, 
insightful reports. 



Sustainability
In June 2008, Energetics became one of  Australia’s first
consulting firms to achieve carbon neutrality through the
Australian Government’s Greenhouse Friendly Program.

Since the FY19 reporting year, our carbon neutrality has been certified 
under the Climate Active Carbon Neutral Standard (formerly the National 
Carbon Offset Standard – NCOS) for Organisations. Climate Active is a 
partnership between the Australian Government and Australian businesses 
to drive voluntary climate action. www.climateactive.org.au.

This approach aligns with Energetics’ commitment to best practice 
calculation of our complete emissions profile and with how we have 
assisted some of our clients with becoming carbon neutral. We offset 100% 
of the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the complete lifecycle of 
our organisation. Our offsets are sourced from projects that are Verified 
Carbon Standard (VCS) or Gold Standard accredited and contribute to 
Sustainable Development Goals 7 (Affordable and Clean Energy), 9 
(Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure) and 13 (Climate Change).

In keeping with our Sustainability Policy, we drive continuous improvement 
by identifying and implementing internal carbon mitigation, sustainable 
procurement and behavioural change projects. Being a sustainability role 
model is one of our core business values.

Sustainability at Energetics
Carbon neutral since 2008

Our values

A team of passionate, committed climate change and energy management 
professionals, we advise some of Australia's largest companies on their role in 
a sustainable and prosperous future. 

We believe in:

• Delivering excellence

• Acting as an environmental role model

• Providing our clients with innovative and sustainable solutions

• Holding ourselves accountable for our actions

• Respecting the experience and opinions of our clients and colleagues.



The information contained in this presentation is for information purposes only and is 
not intended to be financial product or investment advice or a recommendation. 

Energetics Pty Ltd is authorised to provide financial product advice on derivatives, 
Australian carbon credit units and eligible international emissions units to wholesale 
clients under the Corporations Act 2001 AFSL No: 329935. 

Energetics has provided this advice in our capacity as advisors solely for the benefit of 
the Client whom this report has been prepared for. The analyses in our report may not 
have considered issues relevant to any third parties and accordingly, to the extent 
permitted by law, Energetics disclaims all liability for any and all costs, loss, damage 
and liability that any third party may suffer, incur or is likely to suffer or incur, arising 
from or relating to this report (including attachments). 

While all care and diligence has been used to construct this report, the information, 
statements, statistics and commentary (together the ‘information’) within this report 
(including attachments), may not be accurate, current or complete in all respects and, 
consequently, Energetics does not make any representations or warranties as to the 
accuracy, currency or completeness of this information. Energetics’ terms and 
conditions will prevail until and as otherwise agreed to by Energetics and you. Any 
commercial decisions taken by you are not within the scope of our duty of care, and in 
making such decisions, you should take into account the limitations of the scope of our 
work and other factors, commercial and otherwise, which you should be aware of from 
sources other than our work.

Accordingly, this report is subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions that could 
cause actual results to differ materially from the expectations described in such 
prospective financial information. Past financial or economic performance is not 

indicative of future performance.

Under no circumstances, including negligence, shall Energetics be liable for any direct, 
indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages or loss of profits that result from 
the use or inability to use this report and/or attachments. Energetics shall not be liable 
for any such damages including, but not limited to, reliance by a third party on any 
information obtained from this report and/or attachments; or reliance by you or a third 
party that result from mistakes, omissions, interruptions, deletion of files, viruses, 
errors, defects, or failure of performance, communications failure, theft, destruction or 
unauthorised access. Where liability cannot be excluded, any liability incurred by you 
or anyone else in connection with the use of this report and/or attachments, is limited 
to the extent provided for by law.

Energetics’ employees may attend various corporate events that have been paid for, 
organised, hosted or otherwise coordinated by external stakeholders from time to time. 
We acknowledge that any express requirement to disclose conflicts of interest will be 
dealt with contractually and on a case by case basis in accordance with our policy.  

This report and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential 
information and may be protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them 
other than for the purposes for which they were supplied. The privilege or 
confidentiality attached to this report and attachments is not waived by reason of 
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use, 
disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this report (whether in its entirety or in parts) or 
any attachments. If you receive this report and/or attachments in error, please notify 
the sender by return email and destroy and delete all copies immediately. 

Disclaimer
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Main points

Decarbonising 
businesses, 
frameworks 

and processes

Where is the 
focus?

What is the role 
of energy 

productivity?

1 2 3
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RE100+: 
• Committed to 100% renewable energy
• CDP, the Climate Group

Net Zero: 
• Not formally defined (yet) 

Science based targets (SBT): 
• Aligned to best available science on limiting warming to 

well below 2oC relative to preindustrial levels
• CDP, WRI, UN Global Compact, WWF, We Mean Business

Climate Active
Carbon neutral

Framing business ambition
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Framing business ambitions
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Framing business ambitions
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Framing business ambitions

Balance of total
Scope 3

“Nice to have”
Scope 3

Clearly identifiable 
Scope 3

Scope 2

Scope 1

Carbon 
neutral

VER, CER, 
ACCU, 
LGC

RE100+
LGC

Science 
Based 
Targets
LGC on 

electricity 
only

Net 
Zero
VER, 
CER, 

ACCU, 
LGC

Climate 
Active 

VER, CER, 
ACCU, 
LGC on 

electricity 
only
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RE100+
• 264 members, 140 markets, 281 TWh/year, launched Nov 2014

Net Zero
• ClimateWorks analysed 173 organisations, 49 with Net Zero 

commitments, 74 emissions reductions targets

Science based targets 
• 1040 companies committed to action, 504 approved targets

Climate Active
• Feb 2020: 138 certifications, up 70% in 12 months

Interest is sky rocketing
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Em
is

si
on

s

Offsets Offsite PPA Onsite solar PV

Efficiency Fleet electrification Electrification

Refrigerants Net zero 2050 Net zero 2030

What do decarbonisation pathways look like?
Em

is
si

on
s

Scope 1 Scope 2 Scope 3

Abatement 
opportunities

BAU emissions

Net Zero SBT

BAU emissions

Abatement opportunities

Emissions target trajectory 
(1.5°C)
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Electricity consumption will rise
• electrification to reduce gas consumption
• move to EV fleets

The role of PPAs should not be under-estimated, across their many forms.
The same for all forms of storage, not only batteries

It’s not clear what this means for energy productivity. Should we be talking 
about carbon productivity?

Some notes
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Where does energy productivity fit?
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Fitting profile to price
Illustrative ‘match’ from a combination of wind and solar offsite renewable hedges with a load profile 

Increased on-site solar will 
result in increased exposure to 
period of sustained low “day-

time prices” 

Shortfalls during period of 
increased risk of 

sustained high prices 

High 
risk

Risk of variability 
increase with 
single source 

• Increase site load at times of 
high renewables availability

• Sell oversupply at a good 
price

• Buy at times of low 
availability at a good price

• Be aware of some 
technology challenges

Increasingly your procurement 
strategy will impact your 
energy productivity.

High 
risk
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Energy as a proxy for broader productivity
Many energy efficiency projects return a positive NPV on energy cost alone

Energy is around 10% of operating costs but influences significantly more savings

Energy is a powerful diagnostic tool for overall plant productivity and it is easy to measure
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Decarbonising your business is a minimum performance requirement:
• First movers will gain advantage
• You can avoid a catastrophic transition

Make your strategy work for you. Integrate procurement with onsite 
changes. Get the most out of your energy spend
Understand the risks, they are significant: 
• The bigger the risk, the bigger the opportunity
• Managing these risks will keep you in business 
• Increasingly the domain of the CFO, not operations nor environment/sustainability

What does this mean for business growth?
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In summary

Companies are 
focussing on 
emissions not 

energy

Energy 
productivity has 

a significant 
role to play in 
decarbonising 

companies

Corporate
focus and 

activity will only 
increase

1 2 3
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Meet our 
people Adelaide | Brisbane | Melbourne | Perth | Sydney

Follow us 

www.energetics.com.au

@energetics_au

www.linkedin.com/company/energetics-pty-ltd

Contact us



Questions and answers

Submit any questions to the questions tab 
at the top.



Break – back in 30 minutes

Join us again at 11:00 am for presentations from:

• Justin Merrell, Lion 

• Carl Duncan, Teys Australia

• Paul Matuschka, Mars Petcare



Justin Merrell
Group Environment Director - Lion

Welcome back - our next presenter:



DECARBONISATION STRATEGY
A2EP INNOVATION XPRESS
Justin Merrell
Environment Director



LION OVERVIEW

Lion operates multiple breweries across Australia 
and New Zealand from industrial scale breweries to 
craft breweries to microbreweries.

Lion’s parent is Kirin; Kirin produces alcoholic and 
non-alcoholic beverages as well as 
pharmaceuticals. Kirin is listed on the Tokyo stock 
exchange.

Lion recently acquired New Belgium Brewing, the 
4th largest craft brewery in the USA and a child 
prodigy on sustainability – social & environmental.

In the context of setting a decarbonisation 
strategy, it can helpful to understand the 
company structure, its drivers, and its 
capability



KEY CARBON RELATED ACHIEVEMENTS / TARGETS

KIRIN LION NEW BELGIUM

Science Based Target 1.5°C Science Based Target 1.5 (from Kirin) Fat Tire - first carbon neutral beer 
nationally distributed in the U.S.A 

Renewable electricity target under 
evaluation

100% renewable electricity by 2025 Renewable electricity target under 
evaluation

Net Zero Value Chain 2050 Certified carbon neutral organisation  Net Zero Value Chain 2030



Energy 
Efficiency

On-site Solar

On-site Biogas

Renewable Electricity 
Procurement 

(Power Purchase Agreement)

Carbon Offsets

DECARBONISATION HEIRACHY

Biogas utilisation at XXXX and Tooheys is currently 
76%, a 3 fold increase over last 5 years

1. 950 Tonnes CO2e abated in FY20 at XXXX
2. System commissioning at Little Creatures, Geelong
3. System approved for Malt Shovel Brewery, Sydney

Examples for 2020
• Air compressor replacement
• Increase BBT storage temperature by 1°C
• Align temperature and duration of CIPs to Best Practice
• Reduce hot water tank weekend volume
• Pasteuriser shutdown automation across all 

pasteurisers



Energy 
Efficiency

On-site Solar

On-site Biogas

Renewable Electricity 
Procurement 

(Power Purchase Agreement)

Carbon Offsets

DECARBONISATION HEIRACHY

Carbon offset 
projects with 
emphasis on 
shared value

Aggregated PPA 
with offer available 
to pubs and 
venues via NSW 
Australian Hotel 
Association  



Carl Duncan
Group Manager, Resource Efficiency & Sustainability 
– Teys Australia

Our next presenter:



A2EP Innovation Xpress 
2020 -

Our Decarbonisation 
Journey



Our Portfolio

Organic waste around 
60,000 T/pa



+ AU beef sustainability credentials

We’re would like to be positioned as the red meat business of choice on 
sustainability

We’re always working towards the best approach to environmental performance 

through: 

● Exploring innovative, sustainable technologies

● Investing in alternative energy sources

● Introducing  our 5-year resource efficiency targets.

Sustainability



Our 5-year Resource Efficiency Targets

Reduce water usage by 
10% 

Equal to the water usage of 825 
Australian homes per year

Reduce carbon usage by 
20%

The same as removing more than 
15000 cars off the road per year

Source 30% of our energy via 
renewables

The same energy as more than 28000 return 
flights from Brisbane to LAX per year



Our Product Solutions  

Average national beef harvest - 7.8m head

Main bioenergy sources: effluent water, green stream organic waste 

(paunch + third grade tallow). 

Generation potential - 42 MWe / 45MWth 

0.3% of NEM demand – in areas with high cross subsidies 

$547m of investments – perfect for a sustainable super fund or similar  

The low carbon potential

Red meat processing - beef



The low carbon economy solve

Inputs Outputs

8 to 16 MW waste heat46 kT GHG

Organic waste 
14,000 T/pa

Flare 41 TJ/paWW 440 ML/pa 

25 GWh/pa

168 TJ/pa

634 ML/pa

Red meat
85,000 T/pa

265,000 head



Teys Naracoorte case study 



Contracting structures 

Instrumentation

Biogas is a complicated gas – have good partners 

Biological systems are like operating a stomach – they get 

upset if not balanced

Plan well for the grid connection process

Key learnings 



Portfolio summary – results at scale

Energy efficiency Water efficiency Renewables

Refrigeration program

LED lighting upgrades

Thermal program

National metering strategy

8.6% reduction in energy intensity verse a 
2023 target of 6% GJ/tHSCW

High pressure contra shear 

High pressure wash applications 

Nozzle program

Water wisdom

7 x CAL’s at 5 PPP’s + 170 ML in capacity 
+290 TJ/pa energy

Condamine 300kW solar farm

Naracoorte 550kW cogeneration

13.9% renewable verse a 30% target by 
2023

Carbon intensity 22% reduction verse 
target of 20% by 2023





Paul Matuschka
Sustainability Lead – Mars Petcare (Wodonga)

Our next presenter:
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Putting 
Roadmaps 
Into Action 
Paul Matuschka
Sustainability Lead (Mars WOD)
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Wacol

Bathurst

Wyong

Asquith

Wodonga

Ballarat

Sydney

Melbourne

With over 2,000
Associates in 
Australia, and over 
50 years of 
manufacturing 
history, we’re proud 
to be voted by our 
people to be a Great 
Place to Work™

Mars at a glance
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investing
$1BILLION

To fight the effects of 
climate change

Climate Action
- Reduce absolute GHG emissions (total supply chain):

- 27% (by 2025) and 67% (by 2050)
By 2040: Be carbon neutral from direct operations   

Water Stewardship
- By 2025: Cut unsustainable water use by half

- Eliminate water use in excess of sustainable levels 

Land Use
- Hold flat the total land area associated with our value chains

Healthy 
Planet

Increasing Income
- Ensure everyone in our extended supply chains earns enough 

to maintain a decent standards of living

Increasing Opportunities for Women
- Increase opportunities for women in our workplaces, 

marketplaces and supply chains

Respecting Human Rights
- Treat everyone touched by our business with fairness, dignity 

and respect

Thriving 
People

Petcare: Create a better world for pets and their people through 
nutritious pet food, high-quality veterinary services and research on 

the benefits of pets.

Confectionery: Produce our products in a way that helps consumers 
limit intake of sugar, trans fats and artificial colors while still 

delivering joy.

Food: Encourage families and friends to cook healthy meals 
together, and do our part to use more vegetables, fruits and whole 

grains, while reducing sodium and added sugar.

Nourishing 
Wellbeing



Today, we’re driving down Energy

81

Energy Efficiency 
Results & Targets

Water Reduction 
Targets

Maintain Zero Waste 
to Landfill
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Our Commitment to a Sustainable Future

Investment Hurdles 
– Efficiency is typically a 2 year payback
– Energy reduction can be up to a 13 year* 

payback

Capital Investment in Sustainability at WOD 
over last 3 years & next is circa $500K 
annually

Impact 
- Over the last 3 years we have off set the 

energy consumption of a small town (~ 
1200 households) from the Wodonga’s 
plant contribution alone
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Climate Action
- By 2025: Reduce absolute GHG emissions by 27% 
- By 2050: Reduce absolute GHG emissions by 67%  

Water Stewardship
- By 2025: Cut unsustainable water use by half

- Eliminate water use in excess of sustainable levels 

Land Use
- Hold flat the total land area associated with our value chains

Healthy 
Planet

2019/2020 Key CAB projects

Cannery Insulation $160K | >9000 GJ | 0.10 GJ/T
HP/HV Water Pumping $380K | >2000 GJ | 0.02 GJ/T
Lighting Upgrade $95K | >750 GJ | 0.01 GJ/T
HVAC + Lighting Control $145K | > 3500 GJ | 0.04 GJ/T

2019/2020 Key OPEX Projects
Building rationalisation | > 2250 GJ | 0.02 GJ/T
$280K Saving ($80K Energy, $200 building expense)

Transformers Rationalisation $100K | > 500GJ | 0.01 GJ/T
$45K Saving (energy, servicing)

‘Winter Cup’ Associate Challenge | > 2500 GJ | 0.03 GJ/T
$33K Energy Saving

Energy Bill Monitoring | >8000 GJ | 0.04 GJ/T
$100-$150K Saving (energy)

Air Con Rationalisation | >700 GJ | 0.01 GJ/T
$110K Saving (energy, servicing, replacement)

Change how we approach heating $60K | > 4500 GJ | 0.05 GJ/T 
$50K energy saving

> $600K AUD Savings

> $600K AUD Savings



100% RENEWABLE 
ENERGY BY 2040
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We must
replace our 2 main sources of energy

(non-renewable electricity and fossil gas)
with renewable sources of energy.



Savannah Wallen
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Its time to start focus on Thermal 
Energy
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‘We do not inherit the 
Earth from our Ancestors, 
we borrow it from our 
children’

Native American Proverb
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Thank you
@marsglobal

linkedin.com/company/mars/
facebook.com/mars

mars.com



Questions and answers

Submit any questions to the questions tab 
at the top.



Thank you – see you again tomorrow

Join us again tomorrow from 9:30 am for 
presentations from:

• Alan Pears, RMIT University

• Warwick Rampley, Compressed Air Alliance

• Murray Nottle, The Carnot Group

• Nathaniel Galindo, Flow Power

• Jane Butler, AGL

• Rob Murray-Leach, Energy Efficiency Council
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